As part of GO, more than 1,800 Brooklyn-based artists will open their studio doors to you from 11:00 am to 7:00 pm on September 8 and 9. As a voter, you’ll be able to visit studios and nominate artists for inclusion in a group show at the Brooklyn Museum. The ten artists with the most voter nominations after this weekend will receive visits from Museum curators to select work for the exhibition, opening on Target First Saturday, December 1, 2012.

USE THIS MAP TO GO EXPLORE ART IN BROOKLYN!

GO to page........................

WHEN YOU VISIT A STUDIO, WE ASK THAT YOU “CHECK IN” TO RECORD THAT YOU’VE BEEN THERE. YOU’LL FIND INSTRUCTIONS ON POSTERS IN EACH STUDIO.

YOU’LL NEED TO CHECK IN TO AT LEAST 5 STUDIOS TO BE ELIGIBLE TO NOMINATE UP TO 3 ARTISTS FROM THE LIST OF STUDIOS YOU VISITED.

IF YOU CHECKED IN TO AT LEAST 5 STUDIOS, WE’LL SEND YOU AN EMAIL WITH NOMINATION INSTRUCTIONS AFTER THE CLOSE OF THE OPEN STUDIO WEEKEND.

IF YOU HAVEN’T ALREADY, YOU’LL NEED TO REGISTER ON THE GO WEBSITE—BUT DON’T WORRY, YOU CAN GET STARTED NOW AND REGISTER AT ANY POINT BEFORE THE END OF THE WEEKEND.

This printed map may be slightly out-of-date, so we encourage you to check the website or iPhone app for the latest information. You can also use these digital tools to customize your visit; search studios by medium, neighborhood, and accessibility features; and even create your own itinerary. Visit www.gobrooklynart.org or download ‘GO Brooklyn Art’ from the Apple App Store.
64. 41 Thames St
   Susan Begy  #103
   Colleen Ford  #105
   Jeff Less  #104
   Stan Narten  #102
   Genta Pendarris  #103
   Matthew White  #106
65. The Freedom Garden  294 Troutman St, #1L
66. Megan Traiko  383 Stockholm St, #1R
67. 441 Troutman St
   Brooks Garrett  #302
   Mac Lev  #303
   Lita Martin  #302
   Amanda Price  #302
68. 206 Troutman St
   Scott Fowler  #104
   Catrina Lees  #104
   Matt Richards  #104
69. 449 Troutman St
   Emma Corral  #4-4
   Andrew Graham  #4-6
   Eric Trosko  #6-3
   Diego Yang  #6-6
70. 204 University  204 Scholes St, #8
71. 715 Varick St
   Eva Muller  #102
   Oliver Warden  #104
72. Abah Vargas  285 Meserole St, #6
73. 81 Varick Ave
   Gregory Filz  #106
   JB Hubbard  #102
   Dario Micheli  #116
   Niall Nolan  #202
   Cassie Proctor  #202
   Polly Schrader  #202
   Jake Trombaya  #108
   Mark Vogel  #209
   Kelli Worman  #102
74. Vanessa Watts  350 Hart St
75. Rachel Wells  823 Metropolitan Ave
76. 49 Wyckoff Ave
   Anna Devora  #2A
   Ben Godward
77. Jayoung Yoon  109 Ingraham St, #305
GO is sponsored by:

Deutsche Bank

The GO map is made possible by

Additional support provided by MailChimp.

Media sponsor:

<THE L MAGAZINE>

Partners for GO include Brooklyn Arts Council, Heart of Brooklyn, and New York City Housing Authority. Special thanks to the Brooklyn Borough President’s Office for their continued support. Statistical data about Brooklyn and its neighborhoods generously provided by the Center for the Study of Brooklyn.

GO is inspired by two established programs: ArtPrize, an annual, publicly juried art competition in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and the long tradition of open studio weekends held each year in the Brooklyn neighborhoods of Williamsburg, Greenpoint, DUMBO, Gowanus, Red Hook, and Bushwick.

Project Team:

"GO: a community-curated open studio project is organized by Sharon Matt Atkins, Managing Curator of Exhibitions, and Shieley Bernstein, Chief of Technology, Brooklyn Museum."

Steffani Jemison is the Project Coordinator for GO.

GO Neighborhood Coordinators: Matt Allison (Gowanus), Larissa Belcic (Coney Island/Brighton Beach/Manhattan Beach), Sophie Buonomo (All Brooklyn), Victoria Cho (Crown Heights), Gisela Insuaste (Clinton Hill/Fort Greene/Navy Yard), Joann Kim Nuñez (Greenpoint), Renee McGarry (Kensington/Ditmas Park/Flatbush), Mari Ortiz (Park Slope), David Michael Perez (Greenpoint/Williamsburg), Scott Pfaffman (Red Hook), Bridget Priolo (DUMBO/Brooklyn Heights/Navy Yard), Lucia Rollow (Bushwick), Morgan Shockley (Bushwick), Julia Sinelnikova (Bushwick), Niki Singleton (Williamsburg), Naja So (Bedford-Stuyvesant/Crown Heights), Eleanor Traubman (Boerum Hill/Cobble Hill/Carroll Gardens), Victoria Varney (Greenpoint), Leslie Ward (Prospect Lefferts Gardens), Eleanor Whitney (Sunset Park), and Sofy Yuditskaya (Sheepshead Bay/Gravesend/Bensonhurst/Dyker Heights/Bay Ridge)

GO curatorial: Sharon Matt Atkins, Eugenie Tsai

GO project designer: Jon Grizzle

GO logo designer: Jeremiah Boncha

GO project editor: Anya Szykitka

GO website developers: Paul Beaudoin, Corinne Hoener, Hayley Thornton-Kennedy, and David Huerta

GO iPhone app developer: David Wilkinson at Lumen Services Limited

GO project educator: Maya Valladares

GO teaching artists: Zen Browne, Pansum Cheng, Edyta Halon, Taeesha Muhammad, Miguel Ruiz, Paula Santos, Laurel Shute, Keneisha Turner, Veron Williams, and Melinda Yale

BROOKLYN RADIUS

A snappy saison that’s pleasant today (super tasty) and pleasant tomorrow (4.8% ABV). Enjoy Radius in Brooklyn. And nowhere else.

Find Radius at BrooklynBrewery.com/Radius